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Coated Glass for Energy Efficient 
Buildings: 
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Environmental challenges
04 April 2013
Ice coverage in the Arctic
• Lowest ice coverage in 
recorded history (2012)
04 April 2013
• And it is NOW!
Why bother with buildings & windows
• Global warming
• Increasing sea level
• Increasing CO2
• Increasing population
• Energy savings are
needed
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• Buildings use ~40%
of all energy
• We spend 80 – 90 % 
of our time indoors
• Windows are ”weak
links” in buildings
























Wide band gap 
heavily doped 
semiconductors






• Resistivity ~10-4 Ωcm









• Metal thickness ~10 nm
• Dielectric thickness
~100nm
• Reflecting in NIR
Thin metal films: The role of the 
substrate
200 nm
teq [nm]: 2.6 4.4 6.2 8.0 9.8
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Resistivity of 
Au on glass 
and SnO2:In





























Electrochromic (EC) device design
















Some implications of the battery 
model




•Physical processes at the
atomic scale, i.e., no haze





•Polymer electrolyte can 
give added functionality 




Six challenges for EC devices
•EC films: Nanocrystalline 
& nanoporous
•Transparent conductor: 
~20 Ω, T ≈ 90%
•Long-term durability: 







•Elecrolyte: good ion 
conductivity, UV stability, 
(adhesion)








EC oxides: Absorption by polarons etc
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Photon-induced electron transfer between neighboring 
metal ions (i and j):
Wi
5+ + Wj
6+ + photon → Wi
6+ + Wj
5+









• Increased ion 
conductivity  with SiO2  →
































• Near infrared absorption 
with ITO                          →
2








































5 x 5 cm2
Foil-based smart window prototype: 
0.8 x 1.8 m2
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Alternative EC device types
• Metal hydrides
• Polymer dispersed liquid crystals
• Suspended particle devices
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• Reversible electroplating

















































































What are the 
issues?




•Too low luminous 
transmittance. 
•Dope with Mg!
















Luminous transmittance is 
increased by Mg doping →


























Transition temperature is 
decreased by W doping →
Possible implementation of 
nanothermochromism
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The future of buildings??
Membrane architecture + EC foil
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Towards a solution for the 
energy/CO2 problem
Green NanoTechnology:
04 April 2013
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Thank you!
